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kT < t1 < T and0 < m < 1. Definem as the current filling factor.
After mathematical manipulation,
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: (13)

From the above equation, we can see that the DCM is caused by the
following factors.

• Switching frequencyf is too low.
• Duty cyclek is too small.
• InductanceL is too small.
• Load resistorR is too big.

In the DCM, currentiL increases during switch-on and decreases in
the period fromkT to (1� k)mT . The corresponding voltages across
L areVIand�(VC � VI). Therefore,

kTVI = (1� k)mT (VC � VI):

Hence,

VC = 1 +
k

(1� k)m
VI : (14)

Since allC, C1, andCO are large,

VO =VC = VCO = 1 +
k

(1� k)m
VI

or

VO = 1+ k
2(1� k)

R

2fL
VI : (15)

The voltage transfer gain in the DCM is

MDCM = 1 + k
2(1� k)

R

2fL
: (16)

The relation between dc voltage transfer gainM and the normalized
load at variousk in the DCM is also shown in Fig. 2(f). We can see
that, in DCM, the output voltage increases as the load resistanceR is
increasing.

III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OFSELF-LIFT

CUK CONVERTER

A. Simulation Results

Microsim Design Center (including PSPICE) is a standard electronic
circuit simulation software package. Using the Design Center 8 (Eval-
uation Version) to simulate the proposed new dc–dc converters is a
helpful method for circuit design. In the simulation, the switch is an
NMOS IRF540 and the diode is an MR824. The other parameters are:
R = 30 
, k = 0:4, C = C1 = CO = 100 �F, andL = LO =
100 �H. Input voltage isVI = 30 V. The simulation waveforms are
shown in Fig. 3(a). From the simulation waveforms, we can see that
the output voltage is essentially a dc voltage.

B. Experimental Results

A particular breadboard prototype of the proposed self-lift Cuk
converter was constructed. The semiconductor switchS is an NMOS
IRFP460. The diode is an MR824. The other parameters are:R =
30–340
, k = 0:1–0.9,C = CO = 100 �F, andL = 470 �H.
Input voltage isVI = 0–30 V. The experimental waveforms shown in
Fig. 3(b) are: channel 1 of the oscilloscope is the pulsewidth modula-
tion (PWM) switching signal, and channel 2 is the output voltage. It

can be seen that the output voltage is essentially a dc voltage. There
are spikes in the switching point because the PWM signal is not ideal
and the components are not ideal.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This letter has introduced the skills of the voltage lift technique ap-
plied in the design of dc–dc converters. A group of new dc–dc step-up
(boost) converters—six self-lift converters— has been developed by
applying the voltage lift technique. These converters are different from
the conventional converters, and have higher output voltage and better
characteristics. They will be used in consumer engineering projects and
industrial applications.
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Strategy and Implementation for Design and
Analysis of Induction Machines Supplied

by Power Electronic Inverters

C. C. Chan, Zhengming M. Zhao, S. Meng, Y. F. Liu, and E. W. C. Lo

Abstract—Induction machines supplied by power electronic inverters for
variable-speed systems are different from those fed directly from a utility
power line. The design strategies of induction machines considering power
electronic supply are presented and implemented. The proposed approach
permits the integration of the design of machines with inverters, compre-
hensive performance analysis, and system optimization.

Index Terms—Induction machine, integration design, inverter drive.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inverter-driven induction machines (IDIMs) are the prime choice of
variable-speed drives in a wide field of applications due to their low
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cost, simple and rugged construction, high reliability, minor mainte-
nance, and well-developed control algorithms. However, the major at-
tention had been given to the development of solid-state inverters and
control algorithms before, and the induction machines themselves had
not undergone any profound changes compared to the solid-state in-
verter counterpart within the same system. Thus, the variable-speed
systems, particularly, high-speed drives and large machines still have
the problems of low power factor, low efficiency, and poor utilization
of the inverter. In fact, with an inverter as the power supply, the opera-
tional conditions of an induction machine are much different from the
conventional supply with fixed voltage and frequency, which implies
that the design of induction machines should be reconsidered to make
them more suitable for the inverter-driven variable-speed systems.

II. OPERATION CONDITIONS AND DESIGN STRATEGIES

The remarkable deference between the inverter supply and the utility
line supply of an induction machine is that the former can change its
frequency and input voltage flexibly, whereas the latter only provides
a fixed frequency and voltage. With an adjustable frequency, an induc-
tion machine is able to move its torque–speed profile from the rated
synchronous frequency to any other frequencies of interests. This mov-
able torque–speed profile ensures that the line startup performance of
an induction machine under a fixed synchronous frequency and other
considerations become unnecessary. Essentially, it is possible that the
line-start torque can be replaced by the peak torque, and also the rated
torque can be set at a most favorable slip frequency, resulting in mini-
mized slip power losses and stray iron losses.

Different from the conventional design of an induction machine, the
new design strategies put appropriate steady-state characteristics in the
first consideration other than the startup characteristics, which implies
that the restrictions imposed by rotor slot shape can also be lifted. The
design with inverter-driven condition allows the stator and rotor slot
numbers, shapes, and size to be optimized exclusively for minimizing
the leakage inductance and resistance. Also, the effective utilization of
rotor slot area can be increased. Consequently, increased peak torque,
improved efficiency, and power factor can be expected.

III. D ESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS

To compare the difference between an inverter-driven machine de-
sign and a conventional machine design, two induction machines are
designed and tested with same outer dimensions. Motor 1 is designed
using the conventional method, and Motor 2 using proposed IDIM
strategies. Table I shows the major design results of the conventional
(Motor 1) and the IDIM (Motor 2).

As compared to Motor 1, Motor 2 has the same stator outer/inner
diameters and effective length, but the stator slot number, rotor slot
number, rotor slot dimensions, and shape are noticeably different. The
rotor slot depth of Motor 2 is decreased by about 20%, and the width
increased by about 15%, resulting in a reduction of rotor resistance by
19% and rotor leakage inductance by 17%. In addition, the active iron
and copper ratio and the numbers of stator and rotor slot in Motor 2 are
optimized for maximum output power.

The practical test set consists of an IDIM, a torque–speed sensor,
a variable-speed gear box, a dc generator, a load box, and a 25-kVA
converter. The real test site is shown in Fig. 1.

Driven by the same inverter, the performance of Motor 1 and the per-
formance of Motor 2 are tested and compared. Table II summarizes the
results at their rated power, no-load, and short-circuit operation condi-
tions.

It is seen from Table II that, at the rated point, the efficiency, power
factor, and temperature rise of the two motors are almost the same.
However, the output power of Motor 2 is, significantly, 25% greater

TABLE I
COMPARISON OFDESIGN RESULTS

Fig. 1. Test site of Motor 2.

than that of Motor 1 and the maximum torque of Motor 2 is almost 1.2
times greater than that of Motor 1. The figures imply that, if the two
motors are designed with the same rated power, the size of Motor 2 will
be about 25% smaller than that of Motor 1. In addition, the no-load
current (Io) of Motor 2 is about 13% smaller than that of Motor 1,
which means that the passive power required by Motor 2 is less than
that of Motor 1 due to largerxm and smallerx2 in Motor 2.

Another comparison is done under constant-torque condition; the
tow motors were tested for variable-speed performance under varying
input frequency. The results of the comparison are shown in Figs. 2
and 3 with a constant torque of 77 N�m. Obviously, the efficiency and
power factor of Motor 2 could be maintained at high values in a wide
frequency range, while Motor 1 could achieve this only at the rated fre-
quency. This is a major benefit from the proposed IDIM design strate-
gies for variable-speed systems.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

From the above design, analysis, and experimental comparisons, we
conclude the following.

1) The main reason of having room to improve the IDIM design is
that the design is now free from the restriction imposed by the
line startup performance requirements. The variable frequency
provided by the inverter allows the design to be more focused
on the performance in quasi-steady-state conditions and system
optimization.

2) Being freed from line-start requirements, the rotor slot number,
shape, and size are to be reconsidered. The optimal design of
rotor slots results in improved maximum torque, rated slip, and
efficiency.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OFPERFORMANCE

Fig. 2. Comparison of efficiency.

Fig. 3. Comparison of power factor.

3) If an induction machine is designed in accordance with the above
strategies, it is possible to increase output power by 20%–30%
without sacrificing the size and performance.
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Adaptive Control of Robot Manipulators Using
Fuzzy Neural Networks

Yang Gao, Meng Joo Er, and Song Yang

Abstract—This letter presents an adaptive fuzzy neural controller
suitable for multilink manipulators motion control. The proposed con-
troller has the following salient features: 1) self-organizing fuzzy neural
structure; 2) online learning of the robot dynamics; 3) fast convergence of
tracking error; and 4) adaptive control. Computer simulation results of
a two-link manipulator demonstrate that excellent tracking performance
can be achieved under external disturbances.

Index Terms—Adaptive control, fuzzy neural networks, multilink ma-
nipulators.

I. INTRODUCTION

Design of robust adaptive controllers for robot manipulators is one
of the most challenging tasks for control engineers nowadays, espe-
cially when manipulators are required to maneuver very quickly under
external disturbances. In the last few decades, much research effort has
been put into the design of model-free adaptive intelligent controllers
using fuzzy logic and neural networks. However, most adaptive fuzzy
controllers have difficulties in determining suitable fuzzy control rules
and membership functions [1]. If the number of fuzzy rules is large,
real-time implementation will be difficult or impossible. Recently, hy-
brid control laws containing neural networks (NNs) have attracted more
and more attention. In [2]–[4], NNs were successfully used to approxi-
mate highly nonlinear dynamics of robot manipulators so as to achieve
adaptive control.

All these existing fuzzy or/and neural control methods require
predefined and fixed fuzzy rules or NN structure, which reduces the
flexibility and numerical processing capability of the controller. More
importantly, it results in redundant or inefficient computation. Unlike
most of these existing intelligent control schemes, our proposed
adaptive fuzzy neural controller (AFNC) offers a novel learning algo-
rithm, termed the dynamic fuzzy neural network (D-FNN) algorithm,
which can recruit or delete fuzzy control rules automatically and
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